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Quest ion (1) 20 Marks

a) What are Mil ler indices? I{ow they are determined? Explain with example

b) Soclium ctr lorir le crystal l izes in FCC structure. The density of sodium chloride is

2180hg/m3. If  the atomic rveight of sodium is 23 and that of chlorine is 35.5. Calculate

i) the effective number of atoms per unit cel l .

i i )  the <l istance behveen adjacent sotl ium and chlorine atoms. (NA:6.023 xl026atoms/kmol)

Question (2) 20 Marl<s

a) Explain electronic and ionic polarizabil i fy. For monatomic gas, sltow that electronic

polarizabil i ty increases as atoms become larger

b) Explain nnrl clerive Bragg's law for x-ray diffraction.

AgesJtgILGL 20 Marks

a) What nleans by polarization of substance? Mention the different mechanisms of

polarization in a dielectr ic

b) T5e llragg angle corresponding to the first orcler reflection from plane (111) in a crystal

is 30o rvhen x-rays of rvavelength 1.75 A are used.Calculate the interatomic spacing.

c) Explain electronic and ionic polarization of a dielectr ic material.

Question (4) 20 Marks

a) Bxplain the chemical composit ion ancl crystal structure of spinel ferr i te.

b) What are the factors ( in cletai ls) which can inf luence the cation distr ibution between the

octahedral and tetraltedral sites?

c) l lxplain the behavior of the ferromagnetic, paramagnetic and diamagnetic materials and

explain the occurrence of para and cl iamagnetic propert ies.

Question (5) 20 Marks

n) Explain and clraw the behavior of the ferromagnetic,  paramagnetic,  ferr imagnet ic and

mater ials in an external nragnet ic f ie ld on the basis of their  magnet ic structures.

b) Explain rvith cletails the fypes of interactions in the ferrimagnetic materials.

c) Ilxplain the dielectric betravior of dielectrics under static electric field and define the

dielectr ic constant.
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